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i'm having this same issue. i just found a post on the www.fsforums.com forum that says that the
sound files need to be in the following path:

\steamapps\common\virtavia_aqb_addon_upgrade\packages\virtavia\fsx_upgraded/etc 5. in the
steam\steamapps\common\virtavia_aqb_addon_upgrade\packages\virtavia\fsx_upgraded directory,
there should be a file named default.cfg (or whatever the name of the file is) which was generated
by a previous version of fsx. replace that with the following in notepad (it has the path written in it

but you can change that): 6. in the
steam\steamapps\common\virtavia_aqb_addon_upgrade\packages\virtavia\fsx_upgraded directory,

there should be a folder named _xml which has all the.xml files. import all of them and save in
notepad (using notepad under this folder) - they will open automatically, import those if they don't.

all the files are very similar (except the one in the packages directory has a different name) but
here's how to import them: installation: this zip file contains only the textures that are unique to this
scheme. you will also need the original a-4 skyhawk for fsx files. the intended method for installation
is as an optional set of markings. none of the original textures or folders are effected. you will have
to manually edit the aircraft.cfg files so the aircraft will show up in aircraft selection. to uninstall just

reverse it all. a) purchase and install the virtavia a-4 skyhawk for fsx package. about this aircraft:
this repaint for the new virtavia a-4 skyhawk for fsx package represents an a-4e of vc-1 (composite
squadron one) based at nas barbers point, hawaii in the mid-1970s. during this time the a-4's with

vc-1, also known as the blue alii or warriors, had a blue flash on the tail and a blue band on the mid-
fuselage with a ring of yellow stars and the traditional hawaiian warrior head. the warrior head was

also the symbol of the hawaiian primo brewing company and began being applied with permission to
vc-1 aircraft beginning in 1965.
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Another beautifully rendered model of the Skyhawk, with excellent textures and weapon systems.
There are also several variants available to save on the download, but you're sure to enjoy the basic
A-4 variant offered in this pack. Must-have for all Hi-Rez Engine players https://www.fsxcart.com/stor

e/product/virtavia-a4-skyhawk-steam-
edition-1/?aff=2.201-647430135447.3b60ec31-c9f4-4c40-a38f-08f4a947b2a4 The textures on the
Skyhawk are simply fantastic, and I really like the appearance of the alternative liveries. All of the
variants are worth the download, with the Blue Angels 4-ship scene being the most breathtaking.

There are also one of the A-4's original liveries which still holds true to the A-4's history and heritage.
Must-have for all Hi-Rez Engine players https://www.fsxcart.com/store/product/virtavia-a4-skyhawk-

steam-edition-1/?aff=2.201-647430135447.3b60ec31-c9f4-4c40-a38f-08f4a947b2a4 The A-4
Skyhawk is a really great model and should be one of the first aircraft you fly and should be in the

game. The model deserves credit for being faithful to the aircraft while keeping the model clean and
simple to make it appealing to us skinners. Hi all - it's safe now. Since the changes were made on 17
February, there have been no further hiccups (apart from a couple of orders not being updated) and I
thought I'd have another crack at this to tidy up a few more issues before Christmas. I think I'm now

at the point where if I get a new order, it'll be partly completed and suitable for Xmas so I'm very
optimistic about that. I had quite a lot of issues, and some were predictable (eg. those with missing

shop number). Many were so bizarre I just don't understand what's going on, and a couple of the
more recent ones are still going on so I might have to repeat some items off the list (eg. missing

weight). However, it seems to be working so far! I'm going to do a couple of test re-orders next week
and hope that will make it a little easier for people and for me too. All the best, Tom. BTW, have you

noticed that the #virtaviasacute #virtavia sound files just don't play?!? I was getting a few at the
start of the test, but can't now produce them anywhere I've tried. I get lots of sound activity (the

diag laser and such) but it all sounds flat and dead! Thanks... 5ec8ef588b
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